
Peirce, Lincoln. Big Nate (Look in the Series 

section) 

Supremely confident middle school student 

Nate Wright manages to make getting 

detention from every one of his teachers in 

the same day seem like an achievement.  

 
Pennypacker, Sara. Stuart’s Cape (Look in 

the Early Chapter Books section) 

Bored, Stuart makes a magical cape out of 

his uncle’s ties and has a series of 

adventures. 

 
Pilkey, Dav. Captain Underpants 

Two kids hypnotize their principal into 

thinking he is a dimwitted superhero named 

Captain Underpants. Tra-la-LA! 

 
Reynolds, Aaron. Caveboy Dave: More 

Scrawny Than Brawny (Look in the Graphic 

Novel section) 

His grandpa invented fire. His dad invented 

the wheel. How will Caveboy Dave leave his 

mark?  

 
Sachar, Louis. Sideways Stories From Way-

side School 

Join the classroom on the 30th floor of the 

very unusual Wayside School.  The stories 

will have you rolling in the aisles! 

 
Scieszka, Jon.  Spaceheadz 

Michael K. just started fifth grade at a new 

school and the kids he seems to have made 

friends with apparently are aliens. Real  

aliens who have invaded our planet in the 

form of school children and a hamster. They 

have a mission to complete: to convince 

3,140,001 kids to BE SPHDZ.  

Do You Love 

Dog Man? 

Try these 

books next! 

Books are in order 

alphabetically by the 

author’s last name in 

the J Fiction 
section. 

Scroggs, Kirk.  Dracula vs. Grampa at the 
Monster Truck Spectacular (Look in the Early 
Chapter Books section) 
Grampa and Wiley sneak out to a monster truck rally, 
only to hit trouble that only grandma and a tornado 
can save them from. 
 
Seegert, Scott.  Vordak the Incomprehensible: How to 
Grow Up and Rule the World 
Get advice from this evil supervillain on how to rule the 
world.  
 
Sherry, Kevin. The Yeti Files (Look in the Graphic 
Novel section) 
Adventures of the yeti, as he tries to cover his 'identity' 
from his friends. 
 
Trueit, Trudi.  Secrets of a Lab Rat: No Girls Allowed 
Scab has created a new product that's a hit with guys—
Sister-Be-Gone spray. Things are going swimmingly 
until the sister repellent leaks in the classroom. 
 
Vail, Rachel.  Justin Case: School, Drool and other 
Daily Disasters 
Justin is extremely nervous about starting school this 
year and keeps track of all of his trials of elementary 
school in his journal. 
 
Vernon, Ursula.  Dragonbreath 
Danny can’t breathe fire and just got an F on his ocean 
report.  But rewriting sets him and his friend off on a 
crazy adventure. 
 
Watson, Tom. Stick Dog and Stick Cat 
Stick Dog is on a quest…to find the perfect burger! 
Follow his very funny adventures. 
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Green, D. L.  Zeke Meeks Vs. The Horrifying TV 
Turn-Off Week (Look in the Early Chapter 
Books section) 
How can anybody possibly survive without TV 
or video games for a whole entire week?! 
 
Griffiths, Andy. The 13 Story Treehouse 
Meet Andy, Terry & the most amazing 
treehouse in the world, including a marshmal-
low machine, a bowling alley and a see-through 
swimming pool. What happens in the 
treehouse, stays in the treehouse! 
 
Howe, James.  Tales From the House of 
Bunnicula (Look in the Early Chapter Book 
section) 
Imagine Harry Potter starring a dog. Then sit 
back and enjoy! 
 
Jukubowski, Michele. Sidney & Sydney: Third 
Grade Mix Up 
What happens when a boy and a girl share the 
same name in the same class?  
 
Kelly, Katy.  Melonhead and the Big Stink 
Melonhead is dying to get to New York City this 
summer to see the Big Stink of a Lifetime!  Can 
he make it to the big city? 
 
Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
Follow the life of “wimpy kid” Greg and his best 
friend, super dorky Rowley.  
 
Kerrin, Jessica Scott.  Martin Bridge, Ready for 
Take Off! (Look in the Early Chapter Book 
Section) 
Martin Bridge always has a scheme or plan or 
project underway—which will it be this time? 
 

Amato, Mary.  Drooling and Dangerous: The Riot 
Brothers Return 
The boys embark on a spy mission, unwittingly star 
in a movie, and take their mother's place as school 
principal during a wacky Saturday Switch Day. 
 
Asch, Frank.  Star Jumper: Journal of a Cardboard 
Genius 
Alex invents an advanced cardboard spacecraft that 
will take him across the galaxy to a brother-free 
planet–if only he can keep the first grader out of the 
way until liftoff. 
 
Beaty, Andrea.  Attack of the Fluffy Bunnies 
Evil bunnies from outer space attack Kevin and 
Joules’ summer camp—can they find a way to save 
the day? 
 
Benton, Jim.  Franny K. Stein  (Look in the Early 
Chapter Book section) 
The kids in Franny’s class think she is wacky, weird 
and creepy.  Can she use her scientific experiments 
to fit in? 
 
Blabey, Aaron. The Bad Guys (Look in the Graphic 
Novel section) 
The Bad Guys, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Shark, Mr. Snake, and 
Mr. Piranha, want to be heroes, and they decide that 
the way to do it is free the 200 dogs in the city dog 
pound. What could possibly go wrong? 
 
Brockington, Drew. CatStronauts (Look in the 
Graphic Novel section) 
 A special group of cat astronauts are charged with 
turning the moon into a solar power plant! 
 
Brown, Jeff. Jedi Academy (Look in the Series 
Section under “Star Wars”) 
As if school wasn’t hard enough, try being in a class 
with aliens, robots, and lightsaber-wielding bullies 
who can lift things with their minds!  

Krosoczka, Jarret. Lunch Lady and the 

Cyborg Substitute (Look in the Graphic 

Novel section) 

The school lunch lady is a secret crime 

fighter who uncovers an evil plot to 

replace all the popular teachers with 

robots.  

 
Lewis, Josh.  Super Chicken Nugget Boy 

and the Furious Fry 

A freak accident turns Fern into a deep-

fried superhero whenever he touches 

condiments. 

 
Mack, Jeff. Clueless McGee 

He’s got a mystery to solve, he’s got 

awesome ninja moves, but he doesn’t 

have a clue. 

 
Marko, Cyndi. Kung Pow Chicken: Let’s 

Get Cracking! (Look in the Early Chapter 

Book section) 

Gordon Blue and his brother Benny, 

unlikely superheroes, must save 

Fowladelphia from Granny Goosebumps, 

who has filled the city with cookies that 

cause innocent chickens' feathers to fall 

off.  

 


